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Abstract. Due to the dynamic changes in business environments enterprises 
adjust their business services and information technology systems. This is a 
prerequisite to deliver an enhanced business capability to the customers. Such 
needs address that the information systems should be aware of the context that 
they are operating in. This work explores context modelling research domain 
conducting a systematic literature review (SLR) in a limited time frame and 
literature resources. The work concludes that although the term context is 
widely used in computer sciences, there is no methodology or a common 
language to model context in identified articles. 
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1 Introduction 

Enterprises are operating in rapidly changing environments therefore they should be 
able to adjust their business services to secure competitive advantage in existing 
markets or to shift directions towards new business opportunities. Such contextual 
changes in business environments must be monitored and mapped quickly to the 
information technology systems. This is a prerequisite to deliver an enhanced 
business capability to customers, as business capability delivery needs to be based on 
the application context [9]. Capabilities as such are directly related to business 
processes that are affected from the changes in context like regulations, customer 
preferences and system performance. 

The notion of context plays an important role in many areas, both theoretical and 
applied, such as Formal Logic, Artificial Intelligence, Philosophy, Pragmatics, 
Computational Linguistics, Computer Science, Cognitive Psychology [1]. In today´s 
enterprises broad parts of the reality is designated by means of abstracted models. 
Such models have the duty to represent the situation at hand as precise as possible and 
yet the task of modelling is determined via the goals and application domains. This 
work investigates the domain of context modelling research conducting a systematic 
literature review (SLR). For this purposes, four research questions (RQ) are 
formulated to analyse and evaluate the activities in this domain.  After introducing the 
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notions and definitions of context, section 2 presents the underlying research 
approach. Then in section 3 the design of the systematic literature review is explained. 
Next in section 4, the data from the relevant papers is extracted and analysed to 
answer the four research questions formulated in section 2. Finally section 5 
concludes our analysis and points out future work. 

1.1 Notions of Context 

In computer science the notion of context have appeared first in operating systems 
field where contexts are regarded as states about the processes, i.e. running, blocked 
or waiting. Several areas, such as artificial intelligence, software development, 
databases, data integration, machine learning, and knowledge representation fields 
also used their own definitions of context, mainly perceiving it as a collection of 
things associated to some specific situation [2]. A useful classification about the 
notion of context in computer sciences is provided by [3]. In accordance with this 
classification, the notion of context appears in software development and databases as 
views, aspects and roles. In machine learning contextual information is used to 
classify environmental concepts. In the data integration area the notion of context is 
used to exchange or adapt value from local information sources to the global 
applications. Artificial intelligent field understands under the notion of context as 
logical constructs that facilitate reasoning activities by partitioning knowledge into 
manageable sets. Finally in the knowledge representation area context appears as an 
abstraction mechanism for partitioning an information base. 

Different than computer science, sociological approaches typically regard context 
as networks of interacting entities (people, agents or actors and artefacts) created and 
continually updated by the interactions among them [2]. Cognitive sciences define 
context as the set of all entities that influence human (or system’s) behaviour on a 
particular occasion [4].  

1.2 Definitions of Context 

Various definitions of context arise due to its widespread use in different domains as 
explained in the above section. According to the framework of context use, the 
definitions and characteristics vary [5]. It is important that one should speak of the 
context in reference to its use [6], since there is no real consensual definition. Hence 
interpretation of context depends on the field of knowledge that it belongs to [7]. As 
an example, in computer sciences linguistic context focuses on texts to disambiguate 
meaning of words and sentences using the surrounding paragraphs. Situational 
context has a wider-concept and includes any information that characterizes the state 
of the entity, whereas an entity can be represented by a person, location or an object 
[8]. Organizational context describes mostly static information about a person. Such 
information includes things like roles, positions, tasks, titles etc. and can be provided 
for instance by an employee database and by a workflow management system [12]. 

Mostly cited definition given by [10] describes context as “any information that 
can be used to characterize the situation of any entity”. According to [13] this 
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definition is too broad since “something is context because of the way it is used in 
interpretation, not due to its inherent properties”.  Although having a common 
definition of context is a challenging issue, [5] identifies invariant characteristics of 
the context such as (i) context relates always to some entity, (ii) is used to solve a 
problem (iii) depends on the domain and (iv) is a dynamic process. Last but not least 
[7] identifies main components of the concept “context” by examining a corpus of 
150 definitions. The study concludes that context definitions can be analysed in terms 
of six parameters like “constraint, influence, behaviour, nature, structure and system”.  

2 Research Approach 

The research approach used by this paper is a systematic literature review (SLR) 
performed according to the guidelines defined by Kitchenham et al. [14]. A SLR is a 
review process of research results with a structured and comprehensible procedure 
that aims to accumulate all “existing evidence concerning a treatment or technology”, 
“identify gaps in current research”, and provide “background in order to appropriately 
position new research activities” [14]. Kitchenham recommends six steps that are 
reflected in the “Review Design” section. Following the guidelines of systematic 
literature reviews by [14], we formulated four research questions (RQ): 

• RQ 1: How much activity in the field of context modelling has there been since 
2005? Who is active in this research area? 

• RQ 2: What research topics are being investigated? How can these topics be 
classified? 

• RQ 3: What research paradigms & research methods are being used? 
• RQ 4: Which topics on the field of context modelling need further research 

according to the authors?  

3 Review Design 

3.1 Literature Sources 

As a first step, an initial search on online databases (IEEE Xplore, ACM DL, Taylor 
& Francis Online, AISeL, Science Direct and EBSCOhost) was executed to identify 
the conferences and journals that are proceeding in context modelling. In this phase, 
two terms namely “context modelling” and “context representation” were searched in 
keywords or abstracts of the publications. Then, according to the relevancy of 
findings, the resulting conferences and journals were narrowed down utilizing the 
following criteria: 

• The selected resources had to publish the articles in German or English 
• The selected resources had to provide their publications on databases that are 

freely accessible with the possibilities given by the University of Rostock. 
• The selected resources had to publish papers on a regular basis and cover 

recent research topics and trends. 
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As a result, we were able to identify one conference and four journals, which 
formed the basis of our systematic literature review. These are illustrated in Table 1. 
Moreover, we have decided to cover the publications from 2005 to 2013 since the 
SLR was conducted as a part of the research seminar, which was limited to 10 weeks. 
The AISeL database has also returned a number of relevant publications but due to 
the membership restrictions we had to exclude these findings.  

Table 1. List of included Sources 

Resource Name Available via Initial 
Search 

CONTEXT Conference1 SpringerLink 34 
Information Systems Journal Science Direct 5 
Journal of Systems and Software Science Direct 1 
Information Systems Management Taylor&Francis 1 
Information Systems and e-Business Management SpringerLink 11 
Σ 52 

3.2 Paper Selection 

The four search terms used in the conference and journals was “context”, “context 
awareness”, “context modelling” and “context modeling”. If these terms appeared in 
the title, abstract or keywords of the publications, then the article was primarily 
classified as relevant. As a result, the search returned 52 papers in total allocated to 
resources as illustrated in Table 1. In order to investigate our research questions, we 
narrowed down this number mainly by reading abstracts to 24 papers. If the abstract 
reading did not help much concerning the relevancy to our research questions, then a 
complete reading was conducted. After working the whole text through, we 
eliminated further six papers. This brought us to a total number of 18 papers that 
would be used as the basis of further analysis.  

As depicted in Fig. 1, the major source in our systematic literature review was the 
Conference on Modeling and Using Context (CONTEXT). A total of 13 relevant 
articles were published in a time frame of 2005 to 2013 in this conference. The search 
in journals “Information Systems” and “Journal of Systems and Software” has 
returned two relevant articles. Finally, one paper was detected in “Information 
Systems and e-Business Management” journal. 

4 Data Analysis 

In this section we present the collected data to answer the RQ’s from section 2. At 
first, we identify the years the most publications about Context Modelling were 
published at and active researchers in this area, i.e. the authors’ names, their 
institution and their nationality. After that we identify what research topics were 

                                                           
1 Modeling and Using Context, International and Interdisciplinary Conference CONTEXT.  
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investigated and how they can be classified. The third question deals with the 
different research methods and designs that are being used. For the last RQ, we will 
discuss the topics on the field of context modelling that need further research 
according to the authors of selected papers. 

4.1 Activity in Context Modelling 

In four sources we found 18 papers from 2005 to 2013 dealing with context 
modelling. The years 2007 and 2013 should be emphasized as a result of 13 published 
papers. On the other hand in 2006, 2009 and 2010 no articles regarding the context 
modelling were published. As a matter of fact this statement relates to the 
organization frequency of Conference on Modeling and Using Context (CONTEXT) 
which is only held at uneven years and did not gather in 2009. We were not able to 
identify any reasons for this. Finally in 2005 and 2008 one and in 2011 three papers 
were detected. In conclusion, we did not find enough evidence to support a hypothesis 
that the research in context modelling increases or decreases through the years. In a 
broader connection, where the researcher extends the time frame as well as resources 
including diverse conferences and journals, a wider observation can be made. Fig. 1 
illustrates the respective number of papers by including conference/ journals and 
years of publication.  

 

Fig. 1. Allocation of Relevant Papers to Resources 

81% of the contributions to the context modelling came from European 
institutions. In this respective the European universities are most active institutions, as 
per to their high share (88%) in articles written in European institutions. Specifically 
we identified a total of 15 European educational institutions, 8 of which are located in 
France. The most active author appears to be Patrick Brézillion of University Pierre 
and Marie Curie (UPMC), Paris, who collaborated to five papers, mostly in the area 
of decision making (see the following subsection). As a consequence the French 
institutions are the most active in context modelling topic. A detailed illustration for 
the locations of institutions can be retrieved under following link2. 

                                                           
2 https://mapsengine.google.com/map/ 
edit?mid=zt6P_78RGC40.kLp7gVY7n-Yg 
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4.2 Research Topics and Approaches in Context Modelling 

Within the relevant sources of paper the following research topics were identified: 
 
Context Modelling in Software Engineering. 39% of the relevant articles are 
concerned with the Context Modelling in Software Engineering. These papers utilize 
Context Modelling to produce development methods and tools for context-aware 
software systems. In this respective, [15] presents an editor (NexusEditor) to model 
and manage complex context information. [16] proposes a generic framework to adapt 
applications to the context in a pervasive computing environment. [17] and [18] 
present Model Driven Development approaches (MDD) to design context-aware 
applications. [5] is the only paper that introduces a methodology in the development 
of context-aware systems. [19] proposes a model to use context in human computer 
interaction area. Finally [20] suggests an architecture and a prototype for querying 
and visualising context information. 
 
Modelling Context in Software Organizations. 17% of the relevant articles cover 
the organizational aspects in context modelling. [21] investigates the role of context in 
practice-based organizational learning and performance improvement. [22] presents a 
semantic model to describe collaboration processes in dynamic environments and 
contextual process information. [23] extends the Unified Context Model3 (UCM) and 
represents an approach to model the business context using a directed acyclic graph 
(DAG).  
 
Decision Making and Intelligent Learning. 28% of the relevant articles cover the 
area of decision-making process, task realization and intelligent learning. This area is 
dominated by the context-graphs formalism proposed by [11], [24], [25] and [26]. 
Contextual graphs outlines the episodes of decision-making processes where each 
path represents a practice developed by experts [25]. As an example, in [26] the 
formalism is used to model the contextual elements and actions dealing with the 
behaviour of car drivers. Finally, [27] presents an approach to model and use the 
context of learning in intelligent learning environments, which aims to individualise 
learning by aligning the resources with the learner´s needs. 
 
Modelling and Formalizing Context Information. 33% of the relevant articles 
cover the areas of modelling, structuring, using and formalizing context information. 
Proposing a general framework, [3] investigates the possibilities of structuring context 
information using the traditional abstraction mechanisms like classification, 
generalization and attribution. In this respective the article presents a theory for 
contextualized information bases. [17] presents a Domain Specific Language (DSL) 
to model context information. Based on the interactive learning of activity traces, [28] 
models context information surrounding objects concerned by activity to support 
interactive knowledge discovery. [15] and [20] also covers subjects related to context 
information modelling, which were described above. 
                                                           
3 UN/CEFACT: Standard used to manage representations and applications of business context.  
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Meta Articles. This area comprises of literature researches and theoretical work in 
the field of context modelling. The main characteristic of these papers is that they 
conduct research “about context modelling”, whereas the four areas introduced above 
resemble research “with context modelling”. In this respective 11% of all articles are 
classified into this group. [29] presents a literature review about the concept of 
context investigating the use of term in different disciplines and suggests that context 
modelling needs a systematic approach, since it is a complex phenomenon. Finally [3] 
presents a theory that “includes a set of validity constraints, a model theory, as well as 
a set of sound and complete inference rules”.  

In order to classify the approaches for context modelling we use the six classes that 
are described in [30]. These approaches consist of (i) key-value modelling, (ii) mark-
up scheme modelling (Comprehensive Structured Context Profiles, Pervasive Profile 
Description Language, ConteXtML, etc.), (iii) graphical modelling (UML, Object 
Role Modelling, ER, etc.), (iv) object oriented modelling (cues, Active Object Model), 
(v) logic-based modelling and (vi) ontology-based modelling (Context Ontology 
Language, CONtext Ontology, etc.). The same article concludes that ontology-based 
modelling is the most suitable approach for context modelling for ubiquitous 
computing environments.  

As depicted in Fig. 2, the graphical modelling was the most frequent approach in 
our pool of 18 papers. Nearly half of the works (45%) proposed approaches or 
modelled context utilizing graphical models. Specifically the works of Brézillion in 
terms of context-graphs adopted this approach. Alongside with ontology-based 
approaches, logic-based approaches are the second most used technique in modelling 
context. Only two works adopt combined approaches, i.e. object oriented/or graphical 
modelling with logic-based modelling. We were not able to identify any modelling 
approach in 2 papers, since the first one conducts a literature review and the latter one 
describes the dimensions of context more than modelling it.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Approaches for Modelling Context 

4.3 Research Paradigms and Research Methods in Context Modelling 

We mainly identified three research paradigms that were applied in relevant articles, 
i.e. Design-science research (DSR), conceptual research and empirical research. DSR 
answers questions relevant to human problems via the creation of innovative artefacts,  
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thereby contributing new knowledge to the body of scientific evidence. Unlike the 
natural sciences, the design science research is fundamentally a problem-solving 
paradigm whose end goal is to produce an artefact, which must be built and then 
evaluated [31]. To be classified as design-oriented, the articles should follow the 
seven guidelines provided [32], that is, they have to develop useful solutions by 
creating and evaluating an artefact relevant to an IS problem. For development and 
evaluation of the design artefact, rigorous methods have to be used and the 
contributions must be communicated to audiences. Articles that lack one of these 
steps were accepted to utilize empirical research paradigm that make use of 
qualitative (e.g., case studies, action research, grounded theory), and quantitative 
research methods (e.g., surveys, experiments). Last but not least, conceptual research 
develops an artefact of the designer´s creative efforts, which is only to a very small 
extent grounded in empirical data [33]. Inline with [34] a research activity in this 
work is classified as conceptual, if the developed artefact has not been verified or 
evaluated. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Research Designs in Context Modelling Fig. 4. Research Methods in Context Modelling 

As Fig. 3 shows context modelling research adopts with a narrow majority 
conceptual research paradigm. The main research methods used in conceptual 
research design are the concept development and literature review (non-systematic); 
the methods like surveys, case studies, interviews, action research etc. are rarely used. 
As a result context modelling approaches developed conceptually might suffer a lack 
of proper validation of their structure and applicability. 40% of papers conducting 
conceptual research do not evaluate their models and 60% plan for further evaluation. 
This negative consequence of adopting conceptual research is illustrated in Fig. 5.  

Our findings show that there is a balanced allocation between the design-oriented 
and empirical research paradigms, which is shown in Fig. 3. Obviously the benefit of 
adopting such paradigms lies in artefact evaluation. As illustrated in Fig. 5 all articles 
utilizing design-oriented or empirical research evaluated their models. In this 
respective, articles adopting empirical research design utilize only qualitative 
evaluation methods, more specifically case studies. Design-oriented publications use 
both qualitative and quantitative evaluation methods i.e., grounded theory, 
prototyping, simulation, field study and action research. Regarding the evaluation  
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methods 50% of our findings evaluated their models via qualitative methods and 11% 
used quantitative methods. The remaining 39% either do work on further evaluation 
or do not evaluate their model at all. 

Concerning the research methods in context modelling, case studies and concept 
development are the most applied forms as depicted in Fig. 4. As mentioned above, 
this might be a problem from the evaluation point-of view, since concept development 
is characterized as a method in conceptual research. On the other side, case studies are 
applied in various domains like medicine, transportation, intelligent learning and 
agent-based environments, which emphasizes the wide-spread application of context.  

 

Fig. 5. Evaluation Methods vs. Research Designs 

4.4 Further Research Areas in Context Modelling 

The most significant result derived from the relevant works in the context modelling 
in software engineering research topic is the aim to extend, develop or integrate the 
artefacts or models. As an example [15] extend the editor developed to model and 
manage complex information, [16] work on a benchmark to evaluate performance of 
modelling approaches and develop multi-domain development platform. Future work 
in [19] includes also the development of a context tool. Finally [17] find quality 
parameters for context sources. The authors alone should not realize this type of 
development; also the practitioners and academia are kindly asked to contribute to 
gain better results.  

Nearly the half of the papers (43%) adopting conceptual research does not point 
out further research. Moreover three out of five articles concerning the context-graphs 
outline the problems of their approach but do not plan any further work. In contrast to 
that, there are some works that plan to evaluate their models or approaches. [21] aims 
to evaluate its proposal by conducting case studies with organizations. [35] purposes 
an evaluation to extend the semantic model. Similarly [28] will formalize its method 
and test it in the transportation field to understand the impact of driving behaviour on  
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fuel consumption. [3] is concerned with a framework development to query 
contextualized information bases and methodological issues, i.e. the criteria of 
qualifying as “context information”. [5] will apply the developed methodology to the 
different types of applications in various fields. [18] introduce rules to support 
ontologies better by deducing new rules. In this respective [11] plans to extend the 
work by adding integrity constraints and inference rules and [20] plans to integrate 
more context information such as users´ profiles and interests. 

5 Conclusion and Outlook 

This work investigates the domain of context modelling research conducting a 
systematic literature review, which aims to be repeatable and transparent. To identify 
the conferences and journals that are proceeding in context modelling, first we 
described some criteria and set the time frame from 2005 to 2013. As a consequence 
one conference and four journals were found relevant, which could form the basis of 
our systematic literature review. Next we formulated four research questions, which 
were used to analyse the total of 18 relevant papers. In this respective five main 
research topics are identified. These are not mutually exclusive; in contrast they are 
closely interrelated, since the main focus is to develop a context-aware artefact. 
Nonetheless, there is not a standard approach or theory for the notion of context [2], 
apparently methodologies how to develop context models lack. Still it should be noted 
that nearly half of the works (45%) modelled context utilizing graphical models. 
Regarding the research designs, there seems to be a balanced allocation between 
conceptual, design-oriented and empirical research. The articles adopting design-
oriented or empirical research have obviously evaluated their artefacts whereas the 
adoption of conceptual research results in a lack of evaluation. There is a significant 
part of works that have not evaluated their artefacts yet (17%) or plan future 
evaluation (22%). It is our view that the developed artefacts should be evaluated in 
order to reach more stable models or even standards. 

The SLR was conducted as a part of the research seminar, which had to be by 
definition concluded in 10 weeks. This had major limitations on the choice of 
resources and defining a larger timespan. Moreover, the SLR proposed by [14] 
considers only conferences and journals; hence other set of works might be out of the 
scope due to this limitation. Obviously using a different setting for the time frame and 
including more conferences, journals and other works would make it possible to 
examine wider perspectives. For instance, the trends in context modelling, the 
reasons, why there is not a common language for context modelling and seminal 
works in this domain can be added to the body of knowledge, the research topics can 
be more generalized. Still a moderate number of 18 papers provide a starting point to 
classify research topics as well as research methods used in the area of context 
modelling which surely can be extended in the future. 
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